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Freddyites Perform Clockwork Twin
The feature presentation of this year’s Freddy convention was a radio play production of 
The Clockwork Twin as scripted by founder (and award-winning playwright) Dave Carley. 
Here Kevin Parker performs as Ronald the Rooster (and Uncle Ben), with fellow cast mem-
bers (from left to right) Lucci Kelly (Mrs. Wiggins), Margie Deska (Georgie the Little Brown 
Dog), Fred McCormick (Freddy), Rick Hill (Mr. Bean, Criminal), and Tim Deska-Kahn (Jinx 
the Cat, Osprey).
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From the Editor

The Bean Home Newsletter is published quarterly by the Friends 
of  Freddy, a nonprofit organization dedicated to the preservation 
and perpetuation of  the writings of  Walter R. Brooks and his liter-
ary alter ego, Freddy the Pig. Print memberships are $25 for two 
years or $45 for four. Electronic memberships are $9.50 for two 
years or $18 for four. (US funds only, please.). Overseas members 
please add $12 additional for airmail delivery. Please make your 
check or money order payable to Friends of  Freddy and send it 
to the official address given below.

Send changes of  address to one of  the FoF addresses given 
below.

Send letters for the newsletter to Michael Cart at the address 
below.

Address changes should be sent to the club address.
ISSN 0882-4428. Copyright © 2012 Friends of  Freddy.
FoF web site: http://www.freddythepig.org/.
FoF  addresses: Friends of  Freddy, P. O. Box 912, Greenbelt, 

MD 20768-0912 USA. friendsoffreddy@gmail.com
President: Henry Cohn, 80 Richmond Lane, W. Hartford, 

CT 06117 (860-523-9372) main132@comcast.net 
Vice-President/US: Rick Hill, 4951 Arroyo Linda Ave., San 

Diego, CA 92117 (858-270-5227) rickahill77@yahoo.com
Founder and Vice-President/Canada: Dave Carley, 11 

Elmwood Ave., #426, Toronto, ON M4W 1N2 CANADA. (461-
921-4025) dcarley@interlog.com.

Secretary and Book Donation Coordinator: Connie 
Arnold connie_arnold@hotmail.com.

Treasurer: Murray Millican, 1130 Bally Mote Dr., Dallas, 
TX 75218 (214-327-1077) wolfling1@aol.com

Youth Coordinator: Nancy Joroff, 181 Lexington Rd., Con-
cord, MA 01742 (978-369-2712) ngondal@aol.com

Membership Director: Alice Tracy, 8300 Cypress St., Lau-
rel, MD 20707 (301-490-5639) alice926@verizon.net

Social Media Director: Tim Deska-Kahn, 916 Rahway Dr., 
Newark, DE 19711 (302-368-4854) eleventeen1@verizon.net

Website Editor, Managing Newsletter Editor: Kevin W. 
Parker, 3-E Ridge Rd., Greenbelt, MD 20770-2958 (301-345-
2774) kevin.parker@wap.org.

Newsletter Editor: Michael Cart, 3250 Forsythia Dr., Colum-
bus, IN 47203 (812-373-9604) mrmcart@sbcglobal.net a

I can’t remember exactly how long it has been since I last served as 
editor of  the Newsletter – before some of  you were born, I daresay 
-- and it’s a different world now but plus c’est change, as they say, and 
so here I am once again doing business at the same old stand. Back in 
the day, editing the Newsletter required not only writing and editing 
copy but also doing an elaborate paste-up. Nowadays, however, thanks 
to technology the task is considerably simpler. At least I presume it is, 
since I know little or nothing about computer technology so Kevin 
Parker has gallantly volunteered to serve as Managing Editor in 
charge of  formatting and such. You go, Kevin!

It’s also thanks to Kevin that many of  you will be reading this online 
instead of  in the old-fashioned (but still dear to my heart) paper form. 
I confess I’ll miss the heady smell of  ink and the tactile experience 
of  turning pages but, in the thrifty spirit of  Walter R. Brooks, I’ll 
welcome the less labor intensive and less expensive online form. 

Speaking of  old-fashioned, I have trouble imagining either Walter 
or Freddy working on a laptop. The thought of  Freddy’s sending the 
latest edition of  the Newsletter electronically to a waiting Mr. Dimsey 
instead of  sending it via air mail (i.e., having the robin, J. J. Pomeroy 
fly the copy to Centerboro) is, somehow, a bit soulless. Ah, well, time 
and technology do march on . . . 

Thinking of  marching on has me recalling some of  Freddy’s many 
spirited marching songs. One is particularly appropriate to this elec-
tion year. Surely you remember how it goes:

“There’s a muttering of  marching feet upon the windless air;
Far across the peaceful hills of  Bean the distant torches flare;
For the animals are coming, you can hear the trumpets blare
And the drums beat victory.
Hail, all hail to Mrs. Wiggins;
Hail, all hail to Mrs. Wiggins;
Hip, hurray for Mrs. Wiggins,
For our next Pres-i-dent!

***
Many years ago Walter wrote a column called “Prose and Worse” 

for the now defunct magazine Outlook and Independent. In his first 
column Walter invited his readers to make submissions for possible 
inclusion and, these many years later, I’m inviting you, gentle read-
ers,  to do the same. As Walter said, I have no intention of  writing 
this whole thing myself. Heaven forbid. So send along letters, verse, 
articles, reminiscences, and what-have-you and perhaps you, too, may 
find your work in print! (My e-mail address is mrmcart@sbcglobal.
net) I look forward to hearing from you. a

... many of  you will be reading this 
online instead of  in paper form. I 
confess I’ll miss the tactile experience 
of  turning pages but, in the thrifty 
spirit of  Walter R. Brooks, I’ll 
welcome the less labor intensive and 
less expensive online form. 
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From the President

Dear Friends of  Freddy members,
I am so pleased to have been chosen as president of  FOF at the 

October 2012 convention.  I have been devoted to the Freddy books 
for close to sixty years, ever since my fourth grade teacher handed 
me Freddy the Detective and told me that I would enjoy reading it.  
After reading it, I took out the limited number of  Freddy’s available 
at my branch library multiple times.  Freddy and the Bean Home News 
was my favorite and it remains so today.  Bean Home News probably 
led to my interest in studying law—after all, who could resist after 
reading how Judge Wiley permitted Old Whibley to cross-examine 
Mrs. Humphrey Underdunk.

The recent convention was a resounding success, and credit goes 
to the planning committee and our prior president, Rick Hill.  On 
Friday, we were able to thank Peter Mayer, the publisher of  Over-
look Books, for his efforts to insure all the Freddy books are in print.  
On Saturday, in addition to entertaining lectures, we visited Walter 
R. Brooks’ home, and were treated to a wonderful play adapted by 
Dave Carley from The Clockwork Twin.  Although Hurricane Sandy 
cut short some of  our Sunday activities, Michael Cart delivered an 
important address on a newly-discovered adult book by Walter R. 
Brooks; the novel comes complete with a mermaid.

I look forward to exciting future meetings and conventions.  I 
especially want to mention that Pete Tamas is in the process of  
placing on our website a list, based on Michael Cart’s research, of  
every character in the Freddy books, as well as where that character 
appears in the books.  Won’t it be great to know exactly where such 
figures as Mrs. Winch, Watson P. Condiment, Peppercorn Talcum 
and Zero the fly appear in the adventures?

Please don’t hesitate to contact me at main132@comcast.net if  I 
may be of  assistance in improving our marvelous organization.

Henry Cohn

Henry Cohn, our newly elected president, has been a member of  the Friends of  
Freddy since 1994. A graduate of  Johns Hopkins University (B.A. 1967) and 
the University of  Connecticut School of  Law (J. D. 1970), Henry has worked 
as an assistant attorney general for the State of  Connecticut. He was appointed a 
judge of  the Connecticut Superior Court in 1997 and has served in that capacity 
since then.  His current assignment is in the tax and administrative appeals divi-
sion. As an avocation, he’s written several articles including one on Connecticut 
and prohibition in 2009 and a book on the Hartford Circus Fire (Yale University 
Press 1991). More recently he’s joined a pottery class where he does hand-building. 
Henry is our first president to come equipped with his own gavel!  a

Saturday, October 27, 2012, Roxbury Theatre: the Friends of  
Freddy Radio Ensemble stages the exciting Clockwork Twin scene 
wherein Bean Farm characters are trapped by devastating New York 
floodwaters. In an incredible coincidence less than 24 hours later, 
dozens of  FoF members flee before a real life Empire State deluge.  
I was there, and this is my story. 

The Sunday morning news blared, “Hurricane Sandy!” as that 
monster storm roared its way up the Eastern seaboard.  FoF conven-
tioneers packed hurriedly for a soon-after-breakfast departure. As the 
last cars left the lot, my final Presidential act was to officially close the 
convention and hightail it myself. My flight from Binghamton was 
scheduled for Monday afternoon, but I sped through the gathering 
storm to the airport, intent on securing an earlier flight.

Too late. All air traffic was canceled, Sunday through Tuesday at 
the earliest. Locals at the airport discussed generators and sandbags. 
What would Freddy do?  Was there in Binghamton a department store 
full of  toys and canned plum pudding, as in Clockwork Twin? Could 
I reach the store by raft as Freddy and friends did and wait out the 
storm? Perhaps, but I had promises to keep. And I don’t really like 
plum pudding anyhow.

“Where,” I inquired at the United Airlines desk, “is the nearest 
airport with outbound flights?” 

“None in the entire state, sir. “ The only hope was Cleveland, Ohio, 
some 360 miles west.  Yes, United would change my ticket, but how 
to get to Cleveland? 

Continued on page 4

Life Imitates Art at 
Freddy Convention
Dozens flee hurricane floods; former 
president escapes with foreign nationals

Travel home wasn’t quite this fraught
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Near the counter, two Indians (East Indians, not Cleveland Indians) 
studied an interstate bus schedule. They looked like the two spies de-
picted by Kurt Weise on page 89 of  Freddy and the Flying Saucer Plans, but 
this was no time for morbid literary reflection—or busses.  I stepped 
forward with a proposition. “Comrades, let us pool our resources,” 
I exhorted, “and take an international force to Cleveland!” 

And so, speeding our rental car eastward on the fringe of  the storm, 
we bonded in our common peril.  I introduced myself  as Friends 
of  Freddy President Emeritus and explained as best I could what 
brought me to New York. They expressed polite interest in Walter 
R. Brooks, and through the rental car’s speakers via Bluetooth from 
their IPhones, they played their favorite Indian pop music.  

Seven long hours later, we arrived in Cleveland.  Through icy rain 
and howling wind we staggered to the terminal. Would this airport 
cancel its flights, too? Our luck held. After a refreshing nap from 
4-6 a.m. on the bench in front of  Dunkin’ Donuts, we boarded our 
flight for Los Angeles.  As I waited to embark, emails from other FoF 
members poured in—more canceled flights and some hair-raising 
driving through NYC and Washington DC.  But all conventioneers 
eventually made it safely home.  And so a perfect ending to a wonder-
ful adventure, for, as the Bean Animal Marching Song says: 

Oh the roads run east, and the roads run west
And it’s lots of  fun to roam 
When you know that whichever road you take
That road will lead you home. 

See you at the 2014 convention!
Rick Hill (Rick is Immediate Past President of  the Friends of  

Freddy) a

Continued from page 3

Aladdine Joroff  talks about Brooks’s writings for adults 

Peter Mayer – who as CEO of  Overlook 
reprinted the Freddies –  poses with Wray 
and Loni Rominger of  Purple Mountain 
Press, who persuaded him to do so
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Freddy and Patriotism
(A lecture presented by Henry Cohn at the 2012 Freddyfest)
This talk is about Freddy, patriotism and our very patriotic presi-

dent, Abraham Lincoln.  Our past president Rick Hill told me when 
I suggested the topic that Freddy did not look at all like President 
Lincoln.  I looked at the Freddy books to see if  he was correct, and 
found Freddy Plays Football (Overlook Paperback, p.123) where a Kurt 
Wiese illustration shows Freddy in one of  his bearded disguises.  I 
strained my eyes, but Rick was correct—Freddy, even with a beard, 
doesn’t look like President Lincoln.  I was reminded of  how Lincoln 
introduced his wife: “We’re the Lincolns, the long and short of  it.”

Getting to Freddy and patriotism, the Freddy stories, especially 
those written during World War II, are filled with patriotic spirit.  
In  Politician, Freddy acts to defend local farms from attacks by birds 
that, at least to me, resemble the German invasion force that had 
attacked Eastern Europe.

In Bean Home News, Freddy and his fellow animals struggle to take 
an iron deer off  of  Mrs. Humphrey Underdunk’s lawn without her 
knowledge.  They want to contribute it to the World War II scrap 
drive in Centerboro, but she was reluctant to give up the deer as it 
had been “poor Humphrey’s” wedding gift to her.  Jinx also contrib-
utes to the scrap collection effort with his late night singing, causing 
the citizenry to throw metal objects at him.  It reminded me of  an 
actual town in the U.S. that set up a photo of  Hitler on the central 
green and suggested that the townspeople hurl things for a scrap 
drive at the photo. 

In Mr. Camphor, a secondary part of  the plot is about victory 
gardens, used to support the need for food during wartime.  Freddy 
arranges for a meeting of  all the insects on the Bean farm.  Up to 
this point, Mr. Bean had an arrangement with the insects that they 
would only eat a percentage of  the crops grown on the farm.  Now at 
the meeting, Mr. Webb appeals to the bugs not to eat any vegetables, 
so that the victory garden would prosper.

Freddy knew of  our great president Lincoln..  There is a mention 
of  Lincoln in Politician (pages 56-58 of  the Knopf  paperback edition).  
Freddy was stalling off  Charles, who wanted Freddy to show how he 
rode a bicycle. He began to oil the bike.

  “Just a drop of  oil may make all the difference between success 
and failure.  Suppose Lindbergh hadn’t oiled his machine before 
he started across the ocean that time.  Where’d he be now?”

“Yeah,” said Charles.  “Suppose Lincoln hadn’t oiled his 
horse before riding off  to Gettysburg. Would he have won that 
battle?”

“Lincoln wasn’t at the battle of  Gettysburg,” said Freddy
“He was so,” said Charles.  “Hey, don’t put any more oil on 

that thing.  You aren’t making a salad.”  
“He was not,” said Freddy.  “Come in and we’ll look it up in 

the encyclopedia.”
So they went into his study to look it up.  The study was not 

very tidy, and they couldn’t find the L volume of  the encyclopedia 
at all.  “Oh, I remember,” said Freddy.  “I lent it to Mrs. Bean 
because she wanted to look up a recipe for lamb stew.  Mr. Bean 
doesn’t like the kind she makes.”

They found the G volume finally, although they had to hunt 
for a long time, for Freddy has used it to prop up one corner of  

his bed.  And then they looked up Gettysburg, and Freddy proved 
to Charles that Lincoln had not attended the battle. . . .

“While we’re here,” said Freddy, “I’d like to show you my 
stamp collection . . . .

I’m willing to bet it’s the largest private stamp collection owned 
solely and exclusively by a pig. . . .”

Lincoln loved to tell stories and I’m sure Freddy would have en-
joyed them.  Until he was 21, Lincoln lived on the family farm and 
did farm labor.  When he turned 21, he left the farm and traveled 
down the Sangamon, the Ohio and the Mississippi Rivers to reach 
New Orleans.  He then returned to New Salem, Illinois and then 
Springfield, Illinois.  He never saw his father again.  But he retained 
his father’s interests in telling stories.  His father loved to sit around 
the tavern telling jokes and tall tales.

Lincoln used animal jokes and stories in his campaigns and in 
court. Speaking in Hartford, Connecticut, on March 5, 1860, just 
after visiting his son Robert in New Hampshire, he told a snake story.  
“If  I saw a venomous snake crawling in the road, any man would 
say I might seize the nearest stick and kill it; but if  I found that snake 

Continued on page 6

“Freddy, even with a beard, doesn’t look 
like President Lincoln.”
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in bed with my children, that would be another question.  I might 
hurt the children more than the snake, and it might bite them. . . . 
But if  there was a bed newly made up, to which the children were 
to be taken, and it was proposed to take a batch of  young snakes 
and put them there with them, I take it no man would say there was 
any question how I ought to decide! . . . The new Territories are the 
newly made bed to which our children are to go, and it lies with the 
nation to say whether they shall have snakes mixed up with them or 
not.”   Of  course, the snakes were an analogy to slavery.

Lincoln memorized several animal stories from joke books that he 
owned.  In court Lincoln defended a man who was being sued for 
hitting back too vigorously in a fight with a plaintiff.  Lincoln told the 
following story to the jury.   A man was attacked by a fierce dog that 
had come out of  a farmhouse.  The man defended himself  with a 
pitchfork that he had been carrying.  Unfortunately, its prongs stuck 
into the dog and killed him.  The farmer came running to the scene 
and yelled, “What made you kill my dog?”  The man replied: “What 
made him try to bite me?”  The farmer declared, “But why did you 
not go at him with the other end of  your pitchfork?”  At this point, 
Lincoln whirled an imaginary dog about in his long arms, pushing 

Continued from page 5

Freddy and Patriotism

its tail end toward the jury, and finished the story.   The man who 
killed the dog replied to the farmer’s question, “Why did he not come 
after me with his other end?”  Thus did Lincoln plead for this client 
on the grounds of  self-defense.

He told this story about the sale of  a horse: “Well, that is very 
much like the occasion of  a certain horse sale in Kentucky when I 
was a boy.  A particularly fine horse was to be sold, and the people 
gathered together.  They had a small boy to ride the horse up and 
down while the spectators examined the horse’s points.  At last one 
man whispered to the boy as he went by: “Look here boy, hain’t that 
horse got the splints?”   The boy replied: “Mister, I don’t know what 
the splints is—but if  it is good for him, he has got it, and if  it ain’t 
good for him he ain’t got it.”

He also told the following story that was originally published in the 
American Jest Book in 1789: “A young man in town had a reputa-
tion for figures—knew the price of  chickens and vegetables and was 
known as a math genius.  The local preacher heard of  this young 
man and gave him a test.  Suppose there were three pigeons sitting 
on a fence and you fired your gun at them and hit one. How many 
pigeons would be left on the fence?  The math genius scratched his 
head and replied: two, of  course.  The minister declared, “I knew 
you weren’t that learned—The answer is none would be left.  There 
would be one dead pigeon on the ground and the other two would 
have flown away.”

This story is one that Uncle Solomon (see Freddy Plays Football, 
Freddy and the Dragon, for example) would love:  Lincoln “used to 
liken the case to that of  the boy who, when asked how many legs 
his calf  would have if  he called its tail a leg, replied, ‘Five,’ to which 
the prompt response was made that calling the tail a leg would not 
make it a leg.”

Lincoln, who was assassinated in 1865, never had the pleasure 
of  reading Freddy books.  But there is a Lincoln descendant who 
would have loved to meet Freddy.  Lincoln’s son, Robert had a grand-
daughter named Peggy.  She lived in a mansion called Hildene in 
Manchester, Vermont, that she inherited from her mother and had 
been constructed by Robert.  Peggy let a raccoon run wild in the house 
and the house needed major repairs when it passed to a trust run by 
Manchester citizens in the 1980’s.  Freddy would have had as many 
great discussions with Peggy as he did with Mrs. Peppercorn. a

Friday night dinner at the 2012 convention
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(Our resident playwright Dave Carley recalls the production – at the 2012 
Freddyfest – of  his dramatization of  The Clockwork Twin) 

I thought the man beside me was going to have a stroke. We were 
nearing the end of  our stage version of  The Clockwork Twin and the 
Horan boys had just launched into their spot-on impersonation of  
hoodlums. It was a wonderfully funny moment and my neighbor 
was hugely appreciative. 

Me too. I’ve spent a career in the theatre and, for all the aggravation 
it has caused me, there are always sublime moments that surprise, 
delight and – in the case of  the thugs from New Joisey – reduce audi-
ence members to choking laughter. And the Bean Farm Players gave 
the audience a whole hour of  it. 

What follows is a quick survey of  other moments of  brilliance, 
in addition to Edward and Thomas Horan’s stroke-inducing 
gangstuhs. (For the record, they were both terrific when they weren’t 
doing accents too, as the brothers Adoniram R. Smith and Byram 
R. Jones.

Michael Cart lent an air of  gravitas, plus a noble Yankee accent, 
to his portrayal of  Walter R. Brooks. It really grounded the show and 
reminded us how physically and spiritually close we were to WRB 
that afternoon.

Margie Deska gamely stepped up to the acting plate and has 
now cornered the market on small intelligent dogs, with her yelping 
Georgie.

Kevin Parker played Ronald the English rooster with an ap-
propriate stiff  upper beak, and then managed to twirl around and 
do a terse Uncle Ben, staying in both characters and not falling over 
in dizziness. 

Tim Deska-Kahn also doubled roles wonderfully, first as Jinx and 
then as the osprey who wouldn’t read – also reducing my neighbor 
in the audience to helpless laughter.

Fred McCormick played Freddy with an aura of  porcine intel-

ligence throughout, and then broke out of  the nice-pig act with his 
great laughing moment when he was told what the ‘R’ in the twins 
name stood for.

Rick Hill has now formally cornered the role of  Criminals and 
also, in a brief  cameo, essayed a spot-on Mr. Bean, Amish-style 
beard and all.

We were blessed to have two Roxbury residents join us, Jill Ribich 
(Mrs. Church) and Lucci Kelly (Mrs. Wiggins). Both were wonderful 
great sports and really threw themselves into their characters.

And finally there’s  David Haas and Susan Lynch, who came 
all the way from Edmonton in a phaeton and somehow kept enough 
gas in their singing tanks to really lift the whole show up with their 
evocative and humorous music. 

I can tell you that the standing ovation these actors earned was well-
deserved. We had all of  two rehearsals but everyone created believable 
characters and gave it 100%. I know that Walter Brooks would have 
been proud and tickled a porker pink by the whole show – and the 
fact that the gentleman beside me who was convulsed with laughter 
was none other than the new owner of  his Roxbury home. 

Congratulations cast! And special thanks to our hosts, the Roxbury 
Arts Group’s Maggie Cullen and Jenny Rosenzweig.

+++
Of  course we’re going to do it again. The next convention, in 

2014, will mark the 75th anniversary of  another great classic in the 
series, Freddy the Politician. (Technically, it was Wiggins for President, 
but I think we should insert our pig back in the titles...) I’ve already 
thought of  a killer way to start the show (you want a big, blustery 
March storm? I’ll give you a storm). I’m just gonna need some ac-
tors... nudge nudge...

Dave Carley  a

He Nearly Died Laughing…

Dave Carley introduces the radio play

Edward (Adoniram) and Thomas Horan 
(Byram) with Jill Ribich (Mrs. Church)
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Hark while I croon a verse
In praise of  the FOF gathering, of  course.
The gathering was quite good-sized,
And was, I think, well organized,
Containing as it did, a slew
Of  fans and plans. Actors too
Occasionally shone about
And dazzled with keen lines and shouts
news of  the Clockwork Twin
as drafted by a Canadian whim.
(based ever so loosely on Freddy’s poem about the Universe in 

Freddy and the Spaceship)

The Friends of  Freddy’s 14th biennial convention convened at the 
Hanna Inn in Margaretville, New York on Friday, October 26. We 
were thrilled to have a combination of  return attendees and first-time 
convention comers, all with a shared love of  Freddy and his friends. In 
true Freddy fashion, the weekend began with a snack, in a meet and 
greet session as people arrived, and then dinner.  Events were formally 
kicked-off  by Rick Hill, who welcomed guests and introduced two 
of  the convention’s younger attendees, Silas and Isaac Smith, who 
provided a harp and cello concert of  “Music to Read Freddy By.” 
After this musical interlude, Michael Cart spoke about the making 
of  Talking Animals, his biography of  Walter R. Brooks, and answered 
questions about Brooks’ life and works. (Autographed copies of  the 
bio are available from the club). 

Saturday’s morning of  presentations began with Henry Cohn’s 
discussion of  “Freddy and Patriotism.”  From Jinx’s scrap metal col-
lection campaign via night-time howling to the farm animals’ efforts 
to steal Mrs. Underdunk’s deer statute, Henry looked at Brooks’ in-
corporation of  patriotism into the Freddy books, although he noted 
that the books contain surprisingly little direct reference to the war.  
Aladdine Joroff  followed with a discussion about Brooks’ adult writ-

ing and other cross-over authors, hypothesizing as to what makes the 
adult writings of  certain children’s authors more memorable and/or 
successful over time than others. Many thanks for the great audience 
participation in the conversation.

The morning also featured Alice Tracy speaking about Freddy and 
the Blogosphere, in which she gave us a sense of  the wide range of  
social media, such as websites and blogs, in which the Freddy books 
are discussed, and gave us a flavor of  the comments that people have 
made about the books. Alice also highlighted for us FOF’s own blog, 
which was established to foster discussion of  Freddy and the Clockwork 
Twin, which is celebrating its 75th anniversary this year. We encour-
age everyone to add comments to the blog, which can be accessed at 
http://friendsoffreddy.blogspot.com/2012/04/clockworktwin.html. 
Also a reminder, Clockwork Twin will shortly be available in paperback 
from Overlook Press.

Before breaking for lunch, but after a snack of  pig cookies, we 
heard from two more speakers. Nancy Joroff  spoke about “Dicey 
Presidential Elections.” This talk started with the second Presidential 
election, Adams v. Jefferson, and ended with Wiggins v. Marcus v. 
Grover. Although Randy Cepuch was unable to attend, attendees 
were treated to a preview of  his presentation, “Ninety Things You 
Many Not Know About Pigs;” our appetites have been whetted for 
2014!

After a lunch provided by the Margaretville Bun ‘n Cone restaurant 
(an establishment we highly recommend to anyone in the area), the 
group proceeded to nearby Roxbury, the town in which Brooks lived 
for many years. Lee Secrest led a walking tour of  the town highlighting 
landmarks such as the public library, to which the FOF has donated a  
plaque in Brooks’ memory. The walk  culminated in a visit to Brooks’ 
former house, where he wrote many of  the Freddy books. Thanks to 
the graciousness of  the current owners of  the house, we were able to 
visit the inside, including Brooks’ study, and traverse the yard down 
to the river that runs along the back of  the property.

The afternoon’s activities were capped by a spectacular per-
formance of  the Clockwork Twin play at the Roxbury Arts Center. 
The script of  the program was prepared by David Carley and was 
presented by convention attendees, along with several members of  
the Roxbury Arts Group. The play is discussed elsewhere in this 
newsletter, so I’ll limit my accolades to expressing the club’s sincere 

The 2012 Friends of Freddy Convention
by Aladdine Joroff

Silas and Isaac Smith serenade us with 
“Music to Read Freddy By”

Two of  Brooks’s remaining relatives: 
stepson-in-law Pete Halpern (right) and 
his daughter, Jane Myers
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gratitude to Dave, a professional playwright, for sharing his genius 
and time to produce such a polished and entertaining production. 
The play included and was enhanced by the live music of  David 
Haas and Susan.

After Saturday evening’s banquet, David Haas and Susan Lynch 
led a sing-along featuring Freddy songs and poems that they had set 
to music. Their presentation included very interesting information 
on the selected tunes and a collection of  amusing hats, which tend 
to come with their own fun stories. David and Susan continue to 
add songs to their repertoire and we appreciate them sharing their 
research and talent.

Sunday morning’s presentations included a panel discussion of  
former club presidents reminiscing on the history of  the Friends of  
Freddy. We enjoyed hearing about the correspondence that various 
members had with both Brooks and his widow, Dorothy, and to the 
events leading up to the founding of  the group. And most impres-
sively, the panel was able to remember the answers to all the questions 
posed by the audience.

After the trip down memory lane, we took a step forward as Rick 
introduced Henry Cohn as FOF’s next President. We thank Rick for 
all of  his contributions, work and sense of  humor, and welcome Henry 
to the role. We also announced that, after four years of  producing 
the Bean Home Newsletter, Wes Burgar is taking a much deserved break 
from his role as Editor. Words cannot express our gratitude, but job 
well done! Finally, thanks to Michael Cart for assuming the job. 

We concluded Sunday morning with a presentation by Michael 
Cart titled the “Lost Brooks Manuscript.” As the name so enticingly 
promised, Michael has indeed found a manuscript by Brooks, along 
with several poems, that were never published. The manuscript was 
for an adult novel, albeit it included a mermaid, and it was wonderful 
to hear some new Brooks’ writing.

Due to the approach of  Hurricane Sandy, our convention sadly 
came to an earlier end than usual, but we are happy to report that 
everyone made it home safely. We thank everyone for coming and 
hope to see everyone again at future gatherings. Look for write-ups 
of  presentations from the convention in upcoming newsletters.

[Note: My apologies to anyone whose presentation I inadvertently 
omitted or only partially described; I was a late arrival and had to 
duck out at times to address logistical issues with the Inn.]

Aladdine Joroff  is a past president, newsletter editor, and treasurer of  the 
Friends of  Freddy, and presently serves as our legal advisor. a

The Lost Manuscript
(A lecture presented by Michael Cart at the 2012 Freddyfest)
People often ask me if  Walter left any unpublished Freddy books 

behind. Sadly, the answer is no. However . . . 
Throughout Walter’s long writing career, he published slightly 

more than 200 short stories for adults, one travel guide (New York: An 
Intimate Guide) and one novel (Ernestine Takes Over). By my count he 
left a total of  61 unpublished short stories and four novels: Lie Still 
and Slumber, Marionettes, Masquerade, and Snake Mountain.  While I had 
copies of  all of  these in my possession at one time, when I finished 
writing my biography of  Walter, Talking Animals and Others, I donated 
all of  these to the Arne Nixon Center for the Study of  Children’s 
Literature at CA State University in Fresno where they’re available 
for examination by visitors. 

Now we come to the lost manuscript. A month or so ago, I received 
an e-mail from a man named James Frazier, who is an academic in 
Kansas. I had had previous correspondence with Jim and knew that 
he had known Walter’s widow Dorothy when he was a boy and had 
corresponded widely with Kurt Wiese. He told me that he wanted 
to give me the correspondence with the two along with numerous 
Freddy books and miscellaneous other volumes. It was a real treasure 
trove and I persuaded him to donate it not to me but to the Nixon 
Center and he very generously did.  Time passed and then a month 
or so ago I heard from Jim again. He told me his mother had gone 
into an assisted living facility and he was clearing out her house and 
had come across a box in which he found a previously unknown MS 
for yet another unpublished novel by Walter, which Dorothy had 
given to him when he was a boy. Did I want it? Did I ever! He sent 
it to me and I immediately sent it on to the Nixon Center – but not 
before I made a photocopy of  it. 

It’s titled Out of  Her Element; there is no date on the MS but I 
happen to know that it was written in 1935 – more about that later. 
Anyway, I can’t tell you how excited I was to receive it – imagine: a 
previously unknown MS -- so I sat down to read it. It’s a novel about 
a man named George Townsend, whose fiancée has left him. Here 
is a small part of  what I read:

Outside it had grown dark and a small yellow moon was wait-
ing for him. There was nobody else around. George went down 
to the boat house and got out a canoe. He paddled out over the 
slow ground swell until the shore line was lost. He thought he 
would like to paddle on and on and never come back. It was 
a mournful and romantic thought – to paddle up the path of  
moonlight into oblivion. Only he had enough sense of  direction 
to know that he would end up, not in oblivion, but somewhere 
in New Jersey. So he turned away from the moon and paddled 
on, glancing over his shoulder now and then to watch the shore 
lights so he wouldn’t get lost.

After a while, though his mind still yearned toward the open 
sea, his arms seemed unwilling to take him there. After all, if  he 
really wanted to end it all, he could just jump overboard and save 
a lot of  work. He lit a cigarette and thought. There were a lot of  
things to consider. He had on his good watch, for one thing. And 
it would be too bad for Lisa” (his sister) “to lose her new canoe. 
He had just decided that it would be more convenient to put it 

Continued on page 10

Pre-con, Kevin, Alice, and Pete went on 
WIOX-FM Roxbury to talk about Freddy
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off  until another time, when the canoe gave a lurch and a head 
came over the gunwale. “Hello,” said a girl’s voice.”

Well, of  course, the young woman is a mermaid named Nyse.  It 
turns out she’s curious about human beings and wants to spend a 
year on land learning about them. Significantly, Walter’s mermaids 
only have tails when they’re little; they then outgrow them and, when 
they’re adults, have legs and feet just like us humans, so mobility is no 
problem. Reluctantly, George agrees to help her and, as you might 
imagine, comic complications ensue. George introduces her to society 
as a movie star from Sweden, who has come to Long Island (the setting 
of  the novel) for a rest. People presume that she and George are “an 
item” and Doris, his former fiancée becomes jealous. To make mat-
ters even more complicated there is a third young woman, Virginia, 
who is described as “demure and diabolical” who also is interested 
in George. However, since they have been friends since childhood, 
George regards her as being more like a sister than a potential wife 
– or does he? (If  this were a 1940s movie, by the way, the part would 
be played by Eve Arden). 

Another important part of  the novel has to do with sunken trea-
sure. Nyse knows where there are submerged boxes and boxes of  
gold coins and, with George’s help, she brings some of  the contents 
to the surface, which attracts the attention of  thieves – not comic 
thieves such as appear in the Freddy books but serious gangsters. In 
the meantime Nyse’s father, a huge, robust figure, has appeared and 
figures prominently in the thieves’ attempt to steal the gold.

Thereafter Nyse decides to return to the sea, George dumps Doris 
(turnabout is fair play) and realizes he is in love with the demure and 
diabolical Virginia. They are married and, presumably  live happily 
ever after. 

Fans of  Walter’s short stories for children, especially one called 
“Jenny and the King of  Smithia”, will be interested to learn that a 
form of  it appears here, as an unfinished story told by a plumber 
named Mr. Peek (his partner in plumbing is Mr. Gormly). Both char-
acters appear in “Jenny and the King of  Smithia,” which was finally 
published as a separate story in 1946. Why is this version unfinished? 
Let Mr. Peek explain it:

Mr. Peek stopped, looked around mournfully for a place to spit, 
failed to find a satisfactory one, then picked up his cold coffee 
cup and drained it.

“Well?” said George.
“That’s all,” said Mr. Peek sepulchrally. He fished out a bent 

cigarette and lit it.
“But you can’t stop there,” said Nyse. “What did the little girl 

say?”
“I dunno,” said Mr. Peek. “I ain’t worked that out yet. Like I 

told you, these stories ain’t got any end unto them. Why, I figure 
it this way. You don’t read a story for the end. If  you did, you’d 
just read the end. Ends of  things ain’t important. Like the end 
of  a cigar, you just throw it way. Makes ‘em look neat but it ain’t 
the part you enjoy.”

“I bet you can’t finish it,” said Virginia.
“Dunno’s I could,” said Mr. Peek. “But there’s always more.” 

He stopped. “Company comin’,” he said and picked up his glass. 
The Willises and their guests were coming across the lawn . . .

A second story, “Edgar Limpus” also appears here. That story was 
never published and, indeed, the MS, is lost. Like “Jenny” the story 
as told here is unfinished so we’ll never see the entire tale, alas. 

Nor will we ever see Out of  Her Element in print. It’s outdated now 
and even in its day was regarded as being of  inferior quality. It just 
happens that I have internal correspondence from William Morrow, 
the publisher of  Ernestine Takes Over, discussing Walter’s new attempt 
at a novel. It’s dated November 15, 1935, and here, in part, is what 
it has to say:

I think Mr. Brooks, too, stepped out of  his element when he 
introduced this particular brand of  unexpected happening. It 
creaks. Ernestine [Ernestine Takes Over, Walter’s one published 
adult novel] sticking to fun, slippery morals and good dialogue, 
was much better.

I agree with FP that it’s a publishable MS. As to making money 
on it – furthering a reputation – or maybe even getting (it) out, I 
should be doubtful.

Oh, well. We’ll always have Freddy . . .
Michael Cart a

Continued from page 9

The Lost Manuscript
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(Play individually or in teams. For every wrong answer draw a part of  the Clockwork Twin. The first to complete 
the Twin is the loser.)

1. What were the two nicknames Adoniram’s aunt and uncle could have called him?
2. What one food did Georgie not like and why?
3. Ronald, the rescued rooster, had a cold. 

How did his morning crow sound?
4. Why did Ronald have an English accent?
5. Name the store Adoniram, Georgie and Ronald alight in.
6. Name the American President Freddy included in the play 

written in the department store.
7. What color are the curtains in the cow barn?
8. What breed of  dog is Jock?
9. What breed of  dog is Georgie?
10. Who gets married in The Clockwork Twin?
11. Who performs the wedding?
12. Who fell in love at this wedding? 
13. Why was Sniffy Wilson not permitted to kiss the bride?
14. What does Adoniram have on the bridge of  his nose?
15. Of  what material are Mr. Bean’s glasses?
16. What was the first line of  defense against Adoniram’s 

aunt and uncle?
17. What was Mrs. Smith’s first name?
18. What did Henrietta do that made her ineligible 

for the Benjamin Bean Medal?
19. The Diligence Medal recognizes what three qualities?
20. Whose suggestion was it to ask Mr. Boomschmidt for 

help locating Byram?
21. Why did Ronald not make Bertram clap his hands 
during most of  the circus acts?
22. What was the name of  the boy who wrestled the 

Clockwork Twin at the circus?
23. What song did Mr. Waldemar, the head trustee, sing?
24. Freddy hung his picture of  Mrs. Church in his study beside pictures of ?

The Horribles’ Page
Nancy’s Clockwork Twin Game

1. Ad, Don. 2. Bananas - that was all he once had to eat for one week. 3. Beep-a-weepy-weep 4. He came over from England as an egg. 
5. Waterman, Dinkelstein & Company 6. Hoover 7. Blue 8. Collie 9. Mutt 10. Ronald and Cackletta 11. Ferdinand 12. The sister of the 
bride and a cousin 13. He was suspected of eating one of her sisters. 14. Three large freckles 15. Steel 16. Sniffy Wilson and his family 17. 
Louella 18. She rescued a grasshopper but then ate it. 19. Diligence, persistence, and industry 20. Alice 21. Ronald couldn’t see the circus 
acts from inside, so he went outside of Bertram so he could. 22. Benjy 23. Asleep in the Deep 24. Lincoln and Sherlock Holmes.
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‘12 Friends of Freddy Convention Attendees
Standing (left to right): Jane Myers, Dave Carley, Nancy Joroff, Susan Brynteson, Kate 

Jacobs, Tom Horan, Lee Secrest, Aladdine Joroff, Rick Hill, Loni Rominger, Wray Rominger, 
Henry Bass, Patti McCormick, Fred McCormick, Jeb Rong, Alice Tracy, Susan Lynch, Kevin 
Parker, Silas Smith, Isaac Smith, Victor Manjarrez, Edward Horan, Rebecca Zug, Michael 
Cart, Thomas Horan, Steve Smith, Theresa Smith, John Chastain, Linda Cohn, David Haas.

 Seated: Sue Bass, Gwyneth Loud, Rob Loud, Nancy Wright, Henry Cohn, Livingston Zug, 
Collier Zug, Pete Tamas.

Attending, not pictured: Wes Burgar, Margie Deska, Tim Deska-Kahn, Pete Halpern, Myung-
kook Joo, Eugene Joo, Jeounghee Kim, Peter Mayer


